
Jan Hovorka´s M. A. thesis – review written by the opponent 
 
      Mr. Hovorka´s thesis on family in modern American drama attempts to analyze, in 
a given light, the key works by leading American playwrights in the second half of the 
20th century. While the choice of the selected pieces is almost self-explanatory and 
reasonably justified, what is not that justified is the fact that several dramas of equal 
importance were not mentioned at all (e.g. Miller´s All My Sons), or not given 
sufficient attention (e.g. Kushner´s Angels in America). While it is certainly true that 
no thesis can possibly focus on all the potentially relevant primary texts, I think that 
Mr. Hovorka should have argued against at least those two titles I have suggested, so 
that we can follow his logic from the very beginning. 
 
      As to secondary sources and methodology, Mr. Hovorka´s aim was, I believe, to 
write a thesis that is slightly interdisciplinary. Therefore, he chose also e.g. 
sociological secondary sources, and next to some well-known ones (Riesman) 
discovered quite a few (Cohen, van den Berghe, Tyler) others of similar – or (for his 
purposes) even greater – importance. However, he could have explored, in my 
opinion, all the possible connections in between those sources and the selected dramas 
even further. 
 
      Having said that, what I found very persuasive and consistent is Mr. Hovorka´s 
argument about space (starting on p. 19) and its role in the American dream. I just 
wonder what it is that he could have added on Tennessee Williams´s Southern 
dimension in that respect, and maybe Arthur Miller´s Jewishness would play a role 
here as well. Could I hear some comments on that: what were the reasons for not 
dealing with these, and would that eventually enrich the whole argument? 
 
      A few minor points next. On p. 45, Mr. Hovorka tries to compare Edward Albee 
to H. D. Thoreau – certainly not a very usual connection, and therefore calling for a 
clarification. In Who´s Afraid of Virginia Woolf, the protagonists´ names (George and 
Martha) are often interpreted as an allusion to the first American presidential couple – 
would that be relevant for the submitted thesis? And on p. 56, Mr. Hovorka discusses 
where True West is actually set. What exactly did he mean by „the inhospitable place 
that looks as if built by chance“ – are we not rather talking about a comfortable upper-
middle class neighbourhood?   
 
      Last but not least, I have to comment on Mr. Hovorka´s proofreading. It is 
troubling to see so many misprints and/or errors in the English text (p. 5 – „family 
units starts“ instead of „family units start“, p. 6 – „grater“ instead of „greater“, etc.), 
and even more in the Czech part („redifici“ instead of „redefinici“, „take“ instead of 
„také“, etc.). While this does not, in my eyes, immediately downgrade the thesis, Mr. 
Hovorka certainly could have paid more attention to its final version.  
 
      Depending on the review written by the supervisor and Mr. Hovorka´s 
performance during the oral defense, I am suggesting the following grade: velmi 
dobře / 2 / very good. 
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